Glasses:
Reasons to place
your trust in us.
SERVICE

including lifetime adjustments
Our team of professionals will accurately measure and maintain any glasses
purchased from us for the life of the glasses; including adjustments and
fittings. We will also replace screws, temple tips and nose pads at no charge.
Precision is critical for the best vision and
ACCURACY
ocular comfort. All glasses are not created
equal.* We ensure your glasses meet your
specific prescription, encompassing all the Canadian safety and accuracy
standards.

Our doctors are available
to review your prescription
WE STAND BEHIND
needs and recheck your
OUR PRESCRIPTION
vision if you have adaptation
difficulties (at no charge)
within 60 days of your eye exam. We’ll make any prescription lens
change needed at no additional charge to you; for upgrades, just pay
the difference.** We want you to love your glasses!

FASHIONABLE FRAMES

Our Eyewear Fashion
Consultants will help you find the
perfect style, size and colour.

All prescription lenses with
LENS WARRANTIES
scratch resistant coatings or
anti-reflective coatings are
warrantied against manufacturer’s defect for two years.* *

FRAME WARRANTIES

Prescription frames have a two year
manufacturer’s defect warranty.**

There is an awesome second pair discount
AWESOME 2ND
when an additional pair of glasses are ordered
within two weeks of the original order. The
PAIR DISCOUNT
second pair is an excellent opportunity to enjoy
the benefit of a fashionable spare pair, sunglasses or task specific glasses.**

We also provide a Family Discount
FAMILY DISCOUNTS
that allows a price break for
anyone in the same household
that orders glasses within 30 days of the original purchase.

CONTACT LENS DISCOUNTS
Order your new glasses and a yearly supply*** of contact lenses on the
same day and you will receive an additional 10% off your contact lens
order in addition to fantastic manufacturer’s rebates.
* Two independent studies that were published in September 2011 and June 2012 found that between 44.8%
and 94% of prescription eyeglasses purchased over the internet had incorrect prescriptions, and/or did not
meet ISO or ANSI safety or optical standards that are required in North America.
**some conditions apply- ask for details
***based on manufacturer’s recommended replacement schedule

Dr. Cynthia Merritt, 108 Griffin Street, Smithville, Ontario L0R 2A0
905-957-3309 www.merritteyecare.ca

Contacts:
Reasons to place
your trust in us.
SERVICE
We know your eyes and are here for you! Every new
contact lens fit includes an eye health analysis, professional
consultation, lens fitting with complete insertion & removal
training and lens care instruction.

PRICE
We have reviewed the competitor’s prices and are happy to say that
we are very competitive in price (if not better) when purchasing a
yearly supply of contacts with manufacturer’s rebate.

added value
Take an additional 10% discount off the price of a yearly supply of
contact lenses * when you purchase new glasses or sunglasses on
the same day.

CONVENIENCe
Order from us online. Just go to our website at
www.merritteyecare.ca to order anytime.

support your local economy
We are your eye care experts and are here to answer your
questions or solve your contact lens issues at any time.
We look forward to serving you!
*based on manufacturer’s recommended replacement schedule

Dr. Cynthia J. Merritt B.Sc.
• OPTOMETRIST •

P.O. Box 736, 108 Griffin St., Smithville, Ontario L0R 2A0
Phone 905.957.3309 • Fax 905.957.4166
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